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This working paper proposes a definition and a typology of business models in arts and cultural organisations. It is written as part of the research within a European-funded collaboration project, Creative Lenses, a four-year collaboration project (2015-19) funded by Creative Europe.

The paper draws on insights from literatures discussing business models, both reports outside academia and research published in management and organisation studies. It builds on these to propose a working definition of business models relevant to the two focus areas of the Creative Lenses project: performing arts organisations and independent multi-disciplinary cultural venues. It then proposes a way of classifying the business models of these organisations drawing on management literature which distinguishes between four ideal types of business model. Next, the paper looks more closely at the business models of performing arts organisations and multi-disciplinary cultural venues, presenting a visual analysis that shows how the multiple business models within such organisations interact.

The paper argues that the business model construct can enable such organisations to explore the ways that they co-create, deliver and realize shared value with actors in a system, and help articulate and negotiate potentially conflicting values and missions.

Finally, the paper reviews issues that arise when importing these concepts into the arts sector, and highlights the need for a new research agenda. It argues that the business model construct is not simply transferable from management to the arts, but suggests it can be productive in arts organisations. In exchange, management literature can be enriched and challenged by the practices of arts organisations and also by debates within studies of and practice within the arts and humanities.
1. INTRODUCTION

This working paper proposes a definition and a typology of business models in arts and cultural organisations. It is written as part of the research within a four-year (2015-19) European-funded collaboration project, Creative Lenses, which aims to explore and reflect on the sustainability of arts and cultural organisations, with a particular focus on performing arts organisations and multi-disciplinary cultural venues.¹

In this paper, I identify characteristics of business models and business model innovation described in research literatures that might be useful for, and relevant to, arts and cultural organisations, while also reviewing some of the issues associated with them. Here the discussion leads to a typology of different business models within arts and cultural organisations, building on analysis distinguishing between these in research by Charles Baden-Fuller and colleagues (2017). The resulting typology can be seen as proposing business model archetypes, one of the five approaches to studying business models described by Ritter and Lettl (2018). As a list of archetypes, this typology offers abstract descriptions of organisations, rather than providing the detail of activities or elements in the business models. In addition to desk research, the analysis draws on discussions with partners in the Creative Lenses project and insights gained from its activities, in particular the eight public forums held across Europe during 2016-2017 and practical action learning with eight arts organisations during 2017-2018. Finally I outline further research questions and identify limitations of this study.²

The discussion is aimed primarily at policy makers with responsibility for the cultural and arts sectors; those working in funding bodies supporting the arts and culture, including public, private and philanthropic organisations; intermediary bodies and networks in culture and the arts; and researchers studying cultural policy, arts management, management, and creative industries. It may also be of interest to managers and staff in arts organisations who are doing the work of planning future activities and consultants who work with them.

As a working paper, it outlines a point of view developed from reviewing and synthesising several other outputs. It is oriented to practice but does not aim to produce a “tool” for practitioners to use. Instead, it aims to open up discussion about the characteristics of business models and business modelling in the two sectors of interest to Creative Lenses to support further critical evaluation of these concepts in these contexts. The discussion that follows should be seen as provisional, rather than offering a definitive statement about business model innovation in arts and cultural organisations and an invitation to continue dialogue.

¹ Creative Lenses is funded by Creative Europe and has 13 partners in 9 countries, including UAL.
² An adapted version of this working paper appears in other Creative Lenses publications.
In a working paper that accompanies this one (Kimbell 2018), I synthesised insights from studies of managing and organising and also grey literature such as reports and other publications. This resulted in a set of themes that open up perspectives on understanding business models in arts and cultural organisations (shown in Table 1).

Drawing on these perspectives, this section proposes a workable but tentative definition of the business models of arts and cultural organisations. This acknowledges the specificities of artistic creativity, production and value co-creation within arts and cultural organisations to realise shared value as public good, shown in Box 1 (see overleaf).

Terms used in this definition are defined as follows.

- **Actors** are participants in a system involved in co-producing shared value including: artists; audiences; arts organisations; commercial, public sector or community partners; funders; intermediaries; investors; government and policy makers.¹

- **Assets** are resources combined with actors through activities resulting in shared value including: tangible/physical resources such as a building in a specific location, data or equipment; human resources such as staff and their skills, knowledge and networks; reputational resources shaped by history and location in cultural networks; organisational ways of working such as structures, processes and routines; intangibles such as brand and intellectual property; and financial resources.²

- **The system** is a complex, dynamic environment in which diverse actors try

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Perspectives on business models and business modelling in arts and cultural organisations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value logics</td>
<td>Emphasising the combination of assets and activities in the co-creation and the realisation of shared value for and with diverse actors including individuals, groups and society as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value outcomes</td>
<td>Recognising diverse kinds of value including artistic, social, cultural, economic and environmental outcomes rather than a narrow focus on financial monetisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems of actors</td>
<td>Identifying systems in which diverse actors such as artists, audiences, arts organisations, partners, funders, mediators as well as institutional and policy agendas, technologies and artistic and cultural practices have access to assets to achieve missions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective on innovation</td>
<td>Acknowledging that business model innovation may be incremental and continuous, not necessarily disruptive or discontinuous, and that does not necessarily involve technology or result in unprecedented &quot;new&quot; models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing business modelling</td>
<td>Recognising that reviewing current or potential business models can surface and enable exploration of tensions between actors within an organisation and its system and their different missions, priorities and interpretations of value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Opportunities for understanding business models and business modelling in arts and cultural organisations

¹ This list of actors draws on workshops with partners during the Creative Lenses project.
² This analysis of resources draws on Poisson-de Haro and Montpetit (2012).
³ This perspective draws on research by Zott and Amit (2010) and Bocken et al (2019) which emphasise the interactions between multiple partners through which value is created and captured in a business model.
3. CLASSIFYING BUSINESS MODELS IN ARTS AND CULTURAL ORGANISATIONS

Having proposed a definition of the business model construct for culture and the arts, I now develop a typology of business models relevant to the two sectors relevant to the Creative Lenses project: performing arts organisations and independent (i.e. non-governmental) multi-disciplinary cultural venues. The purpose is to explore in more detail the extent of variance between different kinds of organisation and their underlying logics. To develop this typology for two arts sectors, I summarise analysis from management literature that distinguishes between different kinds of business model. Then adapt this to the specifics of the two sectors of interest.

3.1 Different kinds of business model

The literature in studies of managing and organising offers competing definitions of how value is proposed, created, delivered and realised in organisations. Although the literature on classifications between different kinds of business model is fragmented (Fielt 2014), there have been advances. Researchers Baden-Fuller and colleagues developed a conceptual framework summarised in Table 2.10

Baden-Fuller and colleagues (2017) identified four ideal types of business model, two of which are dyadic and two of which are triadic, using an analysis that builds on established research literatures. The main distinctions are as follows:

A business model is an analytical construct at the level of an organisation. It describes how assets are combined to co-create and realise shared value for individuals, groups and society as a whole through a particular value logic. Carrying out business modelling allows an organisation to reflect holistically on its missions, assets, activities, outcomes, governance and relations with the systems it part of and identify potential combinations of assets and actors to create, deliver and realise shared value.

Box 1.
Definition of business models of arts and cultural organisations

Having proposed a definition of the business model construct for culture and the arts, I now develop a typology of business models relevant to the two sectors relevant to the Creative Lenses project: performing arts organisations and independent (i.e. non-governmental) multi-disciplinary cultural venues. The purpose is to explore in more detail the extent of variance between different kinds of organisation and their underlying logics. To develop this typology for two arts sectors, I summarise analysis from management literature that distinguishes between different kinds of business model. Then adapt this to the specifics of the two sectors of interest.

3.1 Different kinds of business model

The literature in studies of managing and organising offers competing definitions of how value is proposed, created, delivered and realised in organisations. Although the literature on classifications between different kinds of business model is fragmented (Fielt 2014), there have been advances. Researchers Baden-Fuller and colleagues developed a conceptual framework summarised in Table 2.10

Baden-Fuller and colleagues (2017) identified four ideal types of business model, two of which are dyadic and two of which are triadic, using an analysis that builds on established research literatures. The main distinctions are as follows:

A business model is an analytical construct at the level of an organisation. It describes how assets are combined to co-create and realise shared value for individuals, groups and society as a whole through a particular value logic. Carrying out business modelling allows an organisation to reflect holistically on its missions, assets, activities, outcomes, governance and relations with the systems it part of and identify potential combinations of assets and actors to create, deliver and realise shared value.

Box 1.
Definition of business models of arts and cultural organisations

Having proposed a definition of the business model construct for culture and the arts, I now develop a typology of business models relevant to the two sectors relevant to the Creative Lenses project: performing arts organisations and independent (i.e. non-governmental) multi-disciplinary cultural venues. The purpose is to explore in more detail the extent of variance between different kinds of organisation and their underlying logics. To develop this typology for two arts sectors, I summarise analysis from management literature that distinguishes between different kinds of business model. Then adapt this to the specifics of the two sectors of interest.

3.1 Different kinds of business model

The literature in studies of managing and organising offers competing definitions of how value is proposed, created, delivered and realised in organisations. Although the literature on classifications between different kinds of business model is fragmented (Fielt 2014), there have been advances. Researchers Baden-Fuller and colleagues developed a conceptual framework summarised in Table 2.10

Baden-Fuller and colleagues (2017) identified four ideal types of business model, two of which are dyadic and two of which are triadic, using an analysis that builds on established research literatures. The main distinctions are as follows:

A business model is an analytical construct at the level of an organisation. It describes how assets are combined to co-create and realise shared value for individuals, groups and society as a whole through a particular value logic. Carrying out business modelling allows an organisation to reflect holistically on its missions, assets, activities, outcomes, governance and relations with the systems it part of and identify potential combinations of assets and actors to create, deliver and realise shared value.

Box 1.
Definition of business models of arts and cultural organisations

Having proposed a definition of the business model construct for culture and the arts, I now develop a typology of business models relevant to the two sectors relevant to the Creative Lenses project: performing arts organisations and independent (i.e. non-governmental) multi-disciplinary cultural venues. The purpose is to explore in more detail the extent of variance between different kinds of organisation and their underlying logics. To develop this typology for two arts sectors, I summarise analysis from management literature that distinguishes between different kinds of business model. Then adapt this to the specifics of the two sectors of interest.
## Model type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solutions</td>
<td>The organisation develops a product or standardised service which the customer consumes after purchase. The value proposition is transactional.</td>
<td>Consumer electronics; cars; streaming media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matchmaking</td>
<td>The organisation joins buyers and sellers in its online or physical marketplace. The value proposition is transactional, to facilitate exchange.</td>
<td>Farmer’s markets; online booking sites; Airbnb, Uber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sided</td>
<td>The organisation provides different products or services to different customer groups. The value proposition is multi-sided, one customer group gets additional benefits from the other group’s transactions.</td>
<td>Charity shop relying on donations; Snapchat, Google</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Dyadic

- **Product model** is the oldest business model. It requires the organisation to identify potential customers, capture awareness and create demand. Greater volumes typically reduce costs. When the firm achieves scale, there are high barriers to entry.\(^{11}\)

- **Solutions model** is a dyadic relationship. It requires much closer engagement with customers than the product model and creates a high level of trust with them. Charging mechanisms are based on trust, not cost. Scaling is hard as higher volumes often lead to higher costs.\(^{12}\)

## Triadic

- **In the triadic matchmaking model,** an organisation organizes a market via a platform, and has relationships with buyers and sellers who trade a good or service. The organisation has to identify and build trust with buyers and sellers, who themselves have to be entrepreneurs. Margins are often small, and profits rely on volume. Copycats and multi-sided business can enter into these markets.\(^{13}\)

- **In the triadic multi-sided business model,** an organisation sets up a platform that generates positive relationships and exchanges between two or more otherwise disconnected customer groups. The positive result from this exchange between two customer groups may be orchestrated by actors who lie outside of the boundary of the company. Failure rates are high for this model. Profitability may be high if the network effects are strong.\(^{14}\)

Reflecting on their typology, the authors argue that moving between models is hard (Baden-Fuller et al. 2017). They also note the difficulty of working out whether there is an innovation in a business model, or whether there are other kinds of innovation going on (ibid). The key features of this analysis relevant to the arts and cultural sector is that it:

- Places a strong emphasis on the end consumer and the “use value” of a product or service and their participation in co-creating value, rather than focusing on the value for the firm or its shareholders;
- Proposes that some models (e.g. the solutions model) create more value because of close contact with and feedback from customers;
- Discusses to what extent these models are scalable and risks are associated with them.

In the next section, I take forward the four business models from the Business Model Zoo and identify examples of these based on the common practices of performing arts organisations and independent multi-disciplinary arts venues identified in discussions with Creative Lenses partners.

### Table 3. Different business models and their features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>The organisation develops a product or standardised service which the customer consumes after purchase. The value proposition is transactional.</td>
<td>Consumer electronics; cars; streaming media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solutions</td>
<td>The organisation engages the customer about a problem they face and provides an integrated solution. The value proposition is relational.</td>
<td>Management consultancy; airplane engine manufacturer operating a service model of power-by-the-hour; taxi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matchmaking</td>
<td>The organisation joins buyers and sellers in its online or physical marketplace. The value proposition is transactional, to facilitate exchange.</td>
<td>Farmer’s markets; online booking sites; Airbnb, Uber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sided</td>
<td>The organisation provides different products or services to different customer groups. The value proposition is multi-sided, one customer group gets additional benefits from the other group’s transactions.</td>
<td>Charity shop relying on donations; Snapchat, Google</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


\(^{13}\) [http://businessmodelzoo.com/business-models/matchmaking-model](http://businessmodelzoo.com/business-models/matchmaking-model)

### 4. Exploring Linkages Between Business Models in Arts Organisations

I now build on the typology of business models to look more closely at the two areas of focus in Creative Lenses, independent cultural venues and performing arts organisations. The approach taken here is to emphasise the main actors; assets; and the exchanges through which value is co-created and realised. The models presented below are archetypes which draw on discussions and research during Creative Lenses, rather than referring to specific organisations. In contrast to approaches to understanding business models that emphasise identifying elements, or the detail of activities, these visualisations emphasise the mutual dependencies between the organisations within a wider system (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart 2011). They surface the interactions or exchanges and access to assets through which value is co-created and realised (Täuscher and Abdelkafi 2017).

To aid clarity few details are presented in these visual models. For example in the discussion of the cultural centre, only three assets are presented: the venue itself, its reputation and its production expertise. Cultural centres will of course have other kinds of expertise such as programming, audience development and human resource management. Similarly audiences do not just offer money in these exchanges as they can also be seen as co-creating the arts experiences they take part in. However for simplicity only the main assets are suggested below.

First let us imagine a venue-based arts organisation (shown with a darker box)

### Table 3
Common business model types in arts and cultural organisations drawing on four ideal-types by Baden-Fuller et al (2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business model variant</th>
<th>Example activities and assets</th>
<th>Underlying business model activities &amp; assets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performer mode</td>
<td>Activities include creating a show or performing in a show. Assets include creative and production expertise. Revenues might come from ticket sales or artist fees.</td>
<td>A solutions model in which creator and audience are present during the performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product model</td>
<td>Activities include writing music or creating a physical artwork. Assets include creative and production expertise. Revenues might be from artist fees, licensing intellectual property or sales.</td>
<td>A product model in which a creator generates an artwork but is not directly involved in the audience experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioner model</td>
<td>Activities include commissioning a show, cultural programming, connecting with audiences. Assets include expertise, relationships and data. The commissioner typically pays a fee and receives income from funders and/or ticket sales.</td>
<td>A match-making model – the cultural organisation is a mediator putting on a programme/show by creators and engages/finds audiences and other partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landlord model</td>
<td>Activities include renting out studio, office or co-working space. Assets include access to a venue and expertise in facilities management. Revenues come from rental income and/or non-financial income.</td>
<td>A solutions model in which venue and tenants and other users of the space are involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub model</td>
<td>This involves running a venue, platform or festival with multiple intersecting activities. Assets include expertise in cultural programming, audience development, staff expertise and data. The hub receives income from funders and/or ticket sales but also provides access to others without payment.</td>
<td>A multi-sided model which convenes more than two participants in generating value, although not all of them pay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service model</td>
<td>Activities include delivering an event for a customer; running workshops or courses; running a café or bar; providing services to tenants. Assets include expertise in teaching, training or providing catering or bar services. Revenues include income from delivering services.</td>
<td>A solutions model – provider and customer are present during the service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 4. EXPLORING LINKAGES BETWEEN BUSINESS MODELS IN ARTS ORGANISATIONS |  |
marked “cultural venue” in Figure 1). This organisation has several models running concurrently: commissioner, landlord and service models and a hub model which brings them together and mutually reinforces a network for the co-creation and realisation of value. The graphic shows the organisation’s important role in giving other actors access to its main assets (the venue, reputation and production expertise), co-creating and realising value across a network of organisations and individuals with other assets. These include a performance group (whom it commissions to access their asset of creative expertise in exchange for an artist fee); creative practitioners renting out a co-working space (for whom it is a landlord, giving access to the space in exchange for money and other services); customers (for whom it provides services such as a café in exchange for money); audiences (who it engages and sells tickets to in exchange for money); and funders (who it helps realise policy priorities in exchange for funding). Without these interactions with other models, the venue’s business model is not viable.

Let us now look at the business models of a performing arts group that does not have a venue other than an office (shown with a hard line surrounding the box marked “performance group” in Figure 2). This organisation has one main model based on the performer model based on its asset of creative expertise. It also has a landlord model, renting out desk space in its office to other creative practitioners (in exchange for rent). But it relies on a network of other exchanges around it, through which value...
5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Reflection

Falk and Sheppard’s business model definition for cultural organisations (2006) provided a detailed breakdown of the main activities and assets making up business models. It made use of language – and therefore ways of seeing the world – that inherit the concerns of business and did not specify the kinds of public value that are created through the activities of such organisations. Other discussions have emphasised the importance of assets within arts and cultural organisations and the potential for digital technologies to change how organisations connect with audiences and other publics and change internal operations.

Reviewing other literature revealed diverse perspectives on business models and business modelling including differences between types of business model; the importance of defining missions and boundaries in constructing understandings of value creation and capture; the difficulty of creating substantively ‘new’ models; the potential for doing business modelling work to explore potential options and surface tensions; and the multiple ways of assessing outcomes that result from organisational actions, including financial outcomes. Using these to create a definition, typology and visualisations of two types of organisation within Creative Lenses presented a nuanced analysis of business models that is more closely aligned to the practical realities and concerns of arts and cultural organisations.

Describing business models articulates the value an organisation will generate and capture for its customers or beneficiaries, its partners and itself. It identifies the processes and relationships through which value is or could be generated and captured. This means business models are better understood as narrative devices or stories rather than a detailed plan. The business model lens can help surface discussion about how it creates and realises value and identify opportunities for action.
While still tentative, the definition, typology and visualisations suggest that the business model lens can help an organisation identify its location within a network of exchange through which shared value is created and realised. This helps managers understand how an organisation takes up a particular role in a wider landscape and describe its distinctive resources and contributions and interdependencies.

The definition and typology proposed here can be explored and developed further. The models can be searched for empirically as Baden-Fuller and Morgan (2010) suggest. As such, one potential next step is to take the models described above and explore the extent to which they aid understanding of the practices and priorities of arts and cultural organisations. An additional use of the models is as a heuristic device within practical settings to enable organisations to explore potential changes to the current ways they create and shared value, negotiate their missions, prioritise activities and engage with internal and external publics. This opens up a potentially valuable role for business models in arts and culture settings.

5.2 Further research

Studies in management have produced concepts and frameworks about how value is understood at the level of organisations resulting in competing perspectives on business models and business model thinking. This closing section argues that insights from disciplines other than management studies have much to offer in terms of understanding the production and consumption of artwork and the environments this takes place within. However, this is not a case of either/or but both/and as a combination of perspectives from management and cultural policy, arts management and other relevant fields would bring greater depth to understanding the terms often used uncritically within management studies. This section outlines some potential ways forward.

Value, values and plurality. Some discussions of business models in management literatures emphasise the customer or “use value” created by an organisation’s offering. The nature of this “value” is relatively unexplored in that literature. But the topic of value has a longer history within research in arts management and cultural policy. Studies of the arts and humanities often offer pluralistic accounts of value, drawing on a range of philosophical perspectives, often seeing it as situated, emergent and the result of diverse interactions between actors or participants in a context (e.g. Oliver and Walsmsley 2011). Potential routes forward here include explorations of customer experience and customer insight within management research, drawing in particular on organisational ethnography and design anthropology as it relates to designing and developing value propositions (e.g. Patricio et al. 2011). Future research questions here include understanding what kinds of “value” or outcomes result from different offerings produced by and through the different business models of arts organisations.

Co-creation and participation in the arts. A second line of inquiry concerns the nature of the “co-creation” that goes on between audiences and stakeholders of arts organisations. Within the arts and humanities more generally, understanding and describing the experiences of viewers or audiences of artworks has a long history. For example Pragmatist philosophers (e.g. Dewey 1934) highlighted the specific conditions of experiences of the arts, and the active participation of the viewer in generating it rather than locating an artwork’s value in an object. Claims for active participation and co-creation are increasingly evident in contemporary cultural practices such as participatory arts and in public funding for particular kinds of encounter with the arts – though not without criticism (e.g. Bishop 2012). How can such conceptualisations advance understanding of how sustainable futures for organisations are realised? To what extent does a co-creative way of working result in sustainable business models for arts organisations?

Aesthetics, performativity and materiality. Within management studies, some research approaches highlight the materiality and embodied experience of organisational life, from studies of the aesthetics of organisations to experiments to capture the aesthetic aspects of managing and organising (e.g. Strati 1999). These are not yet evident within research on business models. The exploration of business models and the practices of business model innovation within arts organisations might offer an opportunity to address this. With their emphasis on creativity – through artists creating new art forms and experiences for and with audiences and publics – arts organisations have the potential to be valuable sites to explore creativity and novelty. Research questions here include examining how the material and performative cultures of different arts practices might produce particular business models. How do arts organisations perform? Do arts organisations carry out the practices of business modelling in ways that are distinct to other kinds of organisation? How does the precariousness of many arts organisations inform creative responses to the challenge of sustaining themselves?

Agency and power. While some scholars of management are attentive to questions of power and politics in organisational life (e.g. Holmqvist and Spicer 2013), this is less evident in research to date on business models. In contrast, questions of power and politics are closely tied to histories of the arts, to differing extents and in relation to the specific genealogies and histories
of different art forms. For example, within the humanities, there are long-standing discussions on the nature of neo-liberalism and the effect on public understanding of culture through the importing approaches such as accountancy (e.g. Oakes and Oakes 2016). Further avenues for research include exploring the stakeholders and governance of organisations as they explore their current systems and potential changes to their missions, activities and outcomes.

To what extent are the espoused values of many arts organisations reflected in how they co-create, deliver and share value? How do different forms and styles of governance shape how organisations construct their missions and outcomes and engage with artists, audiences and partners?

To conclude, discussing the significance and implications of the business model construct for arts and cultural sectors leads to new areas for research. Management literatures offer a range of theoretical and conceptual resources for understanding business models. Researchers within cultural policy and arts management have ongoing concerns about these differences (e.g. Walmsley 2012). However, this review of concepts and insights from management literatures has indicated that the business model construct can be relevant to developing accounts of the strategy and operations of arts organisations. Researchers within cultural policy and arts management have ongoing concerns about these differences (e.g. Walmsley 2012). However, this review of concepts and insights from management literatures has indicated that the business model construct can be relevant to developing accounts of the strategy and operations of arts organisations. Rather than importing the business model construct wholesale into discussions of arts organisations, the intersections between these concepts might produce new lines of research for management scholars. Studying business models and business modelling in arts organisations might lead to insights into how these topics are understood in management research.

5.3 Limitations

There are several limitations to the discussion presented here. First, this research draws mostly on research on published in mainstream management journals. Conceptualisations and languages from management literatures inherit the core discourses of capitalist modes of production and consumption, forms of subjectivity and assumptions about value, and this has not been critically explored here. Second, many of the sources cited in this paper are conceptual, rather than drawing on empirical studies of organisations. Those that are based on empirical research are typically about commercial businesses, often very large firms operating internationally, or those operating within a region or single country. As a result such discussions of business models are abstracted from how organisations develop or change their business models or how managers use the business model construct. Finally, only literatures published in English have been used, neglecting research published in other languages relevant to these topics, which is limiting when recognizing the diverse genealogies and specificities of arts and cultural sectors across Europe and beyond.

6. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this working paper was to build on resources in management literatures, alongside acknowledging some of the thinking and legacies that come with them. This paper’s contribution has been to synthesise these resources by proposing a working definition of business models for the arts sector and a classification of different business models used by performing arts organisations and cultural venues, the two focus areas within the Creative Lenses project.

The definitions offered here, while not definitive, propose that business model thinking can enable arts organisations to explore the way that they combine assets and actors to co-create and realise shared value in a system, alongside mediating potentially conflicting values and missions. The discussion has emphasized the potential to use business models as “tools for thinking” in practical research projects in which arts organisations and cultural venues introduce changes and study the outcomes that result. The paper has also emphasized issues that arise when importing these concepts into the arts and cultural sector, and highlighted the need for a new research agenda. It has also suggested areas where arts organisations may offer much to management researchers, to learn from, with their capacities to engage actors in creative exploration and generate new kinds of value.
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